
6th Six Weeks - 2018-2019

High School

Latin  (Multilevel)
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Latin I Latin II Honors Latin III Latin IV
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Relative clauses and 

pronouns                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Antecedents                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Verb tenses (perfects)                                    

Trojan War                            

The Aeneid

Ablative absolute                   

Participial phrases                

Passive voice                        

Deponent verbs                    

Future tense/future                               

Roman Empire 

Polymetric poems of Catullus 

Scansion of poetry                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Meter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Poetry - Catullus and Horace                                                                                                                                                                                    

Literary Devices
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Reading/ translation          

Relative clauses                                         

Discuss the Trojan War         

Discuss Aeneas' adventures                     

Reading / translations               

Ablative absolute                                

Use of passive voice and 

deponent verbs                     

Debate Roman issues

Translation/analysis of 

Catullus' poems                   

Visual representations of 

Catullus poems

Translation and reading of 

poetry                                

Analysis of meaning through 

use of literary devices                                                                                                                                                

Scansion
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Create a chart of the relative 

pronouns                              

Categorize the verbs      

Create a collage of monsters                       

Create original ablative 

absolute examples                   

Mark and diagram future 

tenses                                  

Write a response to a 

Catullus poem                                    

Illustrate the images

Write an essay on use of 

irony  

Create AP format questions                                                      

Illustrate various of the 

episodes, themes,   

characters of works                    
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What was the Trojan War?                          

Why was it fought and who 

were the main participants?                      

Who was Aeneas?

Discuss Roman Empire                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Why did it decline?                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

What is meant by voice?                            

How did the Romans 

express the future?       

Who was Catullus?                  

What literary devices did he 

frequently use in his poetry?                                                                                                                  

Meter?

Who was Catullus?                 

What is an ode?                    

What literary devices are 

unique to an ode?                     
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Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes a day                                                                                                                       

Encourage students to 

create a chart/graph order or 

events

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes daily                         

Ask students to tell you 

about a particular Roman 

issue or event                                 

Encourage students to 

practice translation and 

scansion.                          

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily 

Encourage students to read 

and scan texts daily for 

practice                           

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily


